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Abstract

In this paper, we work towards extending Audio-Visual Ques-
tion Answering (AVQA) to multilingual settings. Existing
AVQA research has predominantly revolved around English
and replicating it for addressing AVQA in other languages re-
quires a substantial allocation of resources. As a scalable solu-
tion, we leverage machine translation and present two multilin-
gual AVQA datasets for eight languages created from existing
benchmark AVQA datasets. This prevents extra human anno-
tation efforts of collecting questions and answers manually. To
this end, we propose, MERA framework, by leveraging state-
of-the-art (SOTA) video, audio, and textual foundation models
for AVQA in multiple languages. We introduce a suite of mod-
els namely MERA-L, MERA-C, MERA-T with varied model
architectures to benchmark the proposed datasets. We believe
our work will open new research directions and act as a refer-
ence benchmark for future works in multilingual AVQA.
Index Terms: audio-visual question answering, multilingual
audio-visual question answering, cross-modal task

1. Introduction
Humans naturally integrate visual and auditory stimuli, allow-
ing for a holistic understanding of their environment. Audio-
Visual Question Answering (AVQA) aims to emulate innate
multimodal cognitive system of humans in machines. In a for-
mal context, when provided with a video stream, AVQA en-
deavors to address natural language queries by fusing details
from both auditory and visual modalities. Picture a video show-
ing a calm beach scene, and a AVQA system is asked, “What
caused the sudden stir?” To answer well, the system needs to
blend what it sees - maybe waves crashing or people reacting
- with what it hears, like the roar of an approaching storm or
the cries of seagulls flying off. This shows how important it
is for AVQA to understand how audio and visuals connect for
accurate responses. This field of investigation has become in-
creasingly prominent in recent years [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, de-
velopments in AVQA primarily concentrated on English, thus
restricting its accessibility to a more advantaged segment of the
global community.

One could contend that the prevalence of English in the
field is largely attributed to the existence of AVQA benchmarks
designed specifically in English [1, 2]. Creating these bench-
marks takes a lot of resources, mainly because human annota-
tors need to carefully collect and check the questions and an-
swers for each videos. In this paper, we address the goal of ex-
tending AVQA to languages other than English by introducing
two machine-translated multilingual AVQA datasets thus pre-
venting extra human annotation effort. These datasets are gen-
erated by creating question-answer pairs in multiple languages

based on two existing benchmark AVQA datasets: MUSIC-
AVQA [2] and AVQA [1]. Our work follows a recent lin-
eage of works that uses translation for data generation for mul-
tilingual Question-Answering (QA) systems [5, 6]. Further-
more, we propose, MERA (Multilingual Audio-Visual Ques-
tion AnswERing FrAmework) and it makes use of state-of-the-
art (SOTA) video (VideoMAE [7]), audio (AST [8]), and tex-
tual (multilingual BERT [9]) foundation models for effective
multilingual AVQA. In summary, the main contributions are as
follows.
• We present two multilingual AVQA datasets - m-MUSIC-

AVQA and m-AVQA - in eight diverse languages: English
(en), French (fr), Hindi (hi), German (de), Spanish (es), Ital-
ian (it), Dutch (nl), and Portuguese (pt).

• We propose MERA framework for multilingual AVQA and
suite of models namely, MERA-C, MERA-L, and MERA-T.
MERA-C, MERA-L, MERA-T uses CNN, LSTM, and trans-
former networks respectively.

• Extensive experiments with the proposed models show the
usefulness of the newly created multilingual AVQA datasets
and the effectiveness of the models towards providing correct
answers. MERA-C showed the best performance in most in-
stances for different languages and question types.

• Furthermore, we show that weighted-ensemble of the mod-
els output probabilities leads to improvements across all the
languages and different question types compared to the indi-
vidual models.

The dataset and code can be accessed at 1.

2. Related Work
Here, we present a brief overview of past research encompass-
ing various QA types and their efforts towards extending it to
multilingual settings. We only focus on the multimodal QA
(Visual Question Answering (VQA), Audio Question Answer-
ing (AQA), and AVQA) types that requires grounding natural
language queries based on other modalities.
2.1. Visual Question Answering
VQA generally involves training a system to comprehend the
content of an image and respond to questions about it us-
ing natural language. Initially, Antol et al. [10] presented
a dataset comprising 204721 images sourced from the MS
COCO dataset and an additional abstract scene dataset contain-
ing 50000 scenes. This dataset includes 760,000 questions and
approximately 10 million corresponding answers. Furthermore,
researchers proposed REVIVE [11] for effective VQA which
uses a region-based approach on the input image that performs
better in comparison to whole image-based and sliding window-

1https://github.com/swarupbehera/mAVQA
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Table 1: Comparative overview of AVQA datasets. Sound type
(ST) - O represents Object sounds. Visual Scene Type (VST),
Number of videos (#Video). Number of question-answer pairs
(#QA pairs).

Dataset ST VST #Video #QA pairs

MUSIC-AVQA O Music 9.3k 45.9K
AVQA O Real-life 57.0K 57.3K
Pano-AVQA O Panoramic 5.4K 51.7K

based approaches. Changpingyo et al. [5] made the first leap to-
wards extending VQA for multiple languages and introducing
MaXM, a multilingual benchmark for VQA in 7 languages.
2.2. Audio Question Answering
AQA is a task where a system interprets audio signals and nat-
ural language questions to produce a desired natural language
output. AQA has seen substantial growth due to the availability
of high-quality datasets, for example, ClothoAQA [12] which
consisted of 1991 audio files with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and single-word
question-answer types. They proposed LSTM-based models
for benchmarking clothoAQA. Fayek et al. [13] introduced the
DAQA dataset for AQA consisting natural sound events. They
then presented a novel framework called Multiple Auxiliary
Controllers for Linear Modulation (MALiMo), which builds
upon the Feature-wise Linear Modulation (FiLM) model. How-
ever, these studies were for English AQA and Behera et al. [6]
led the first step towards multilingual AQA by proposing AQA
dataset for eight languages and a BiLSTM-based framework.
2.3. Audio-Visual Question Answering
Yun et al. [3] proposed an innovative method for answering
spatial and audio-visual questions in 360° videos, aiming for a
comprehensive semantic understanding of omnidirectional sur-
roundings. Yang et al. [1] introduced AVQA, a real-life audio-
visual dataset, and proposed a Hierarchical Audio-Visual Fus-
ing (HAVF) model for the same. Furthermore, Li et al. [2] pro-
posed MUSIC-AVQA dataset and developed a novel spatiotem-
poral grounding model to tackle complex comprehension and
reasoning tasks involving both audio and visual modalities. Re-
searchers also propose an object-aware approach that explicitly
forms relation between the objects, sounds, and questions for
improved AVQA on MUSIC-AVQA [14]. However, all these
studies work only in English and AVQA in multilingual set-
tings hasn’t been explored yet. In this study, we work towards
this direction.

3. Multilingual AVQA Datasets
Here, in this section, we discuss the datasets curated in our
study for multilingual AVQA. Acquiring high-quality labeled
data remains a key challenge in multilingual AVQA, as in many
other machine learning tasks. To address this, we introduce m-
MUSIC-AVQA and m-AVQA datasets designed for multilin-
gual AVQA. It is noteworthy to mention the existence of three
datasets for AVQA: MUSIC-AVQA [2], AVQA [1], and Pano-
AVQA [3]. We present the details of the datasets, including
sound type, visual scene type, number of videos, and number of
question-answer pairs in Table 1. It’s crucial to emphasize that
Pano-AVQA isn’t publicly accessible. Therefore, we focus on
the other two datasets for this study. For comprehensive statis-
tical illustrations of the MUSIC-AVQA and AVQA datasets, in-
cluding the distribution of video categories and the distributions
of question-answer pairs, please refer to the respective papers.

Table 2: Analysis of question types and top five frequent answer
candidates across MUSIC-AVQA and AVQA Datasets. Question
types (QT). Total number of questions (#Q). Number of ques-
tions for top 5 answers (#Q5). Top 5 classes of answers.

QT #Q #Q5 Top 5 Classes

MUSIC-AVQA

Existential 4990 4990 no, yes
Location 4615 2539 yes, no, left, right, middle
Counting 6351 6225 zero, one, two, three, four
Comparative 5545 5545 no, yes

Temporal 4131 2080 simultaneously, right,
left, middle, violin

AVQA

Which 22005 6707 dog, bird, cat, chicken,
cattle

Come from 16282 4217
train, aircraft, sound of
wind, motorcycle, heli-
copter

Happening 11346 1310
rope skipping, skiing,
rowing, riding, machine
gun fire

Where 6805 1539 at sea, field, eabed, high-
way, aquatic

Why 256 198
i’m hungry, decompres-
sion, roller coaster ride,
frightened, motorcycle

Before next 150 4

volcanic explosion, set-
ting off fireworks, tor-
nado, sharpen the knife,
set off firecrackers

When 64 21 evening, chicken, train,
lion, sound of wind

Used for 57 12
decompression, train,
dog, turkey, protect your
eyes

In Table 2, we provide an analysis of the question types along-
side the top five frequent candidates for each type across both
datasets.

To create multilingual datasets from MUSIC-AVQA and
AVQA, we translated questions and answers from these datasets
into seven additional languages using Google’s machine trans-
lation API 2. We also experimented with several other open-
source machine translation tools, but their translation accuracy
fell short of Google’s. Evaluation with standard metrics such
as BLEU [15], ROUGE [16], and METEOR [17] confirmed the
reliability of our translations. The selected languages include
French (fr), Hindi (hi), German (de), Spanish (es), Italian (it),
Dutch (nl), and Portuguese (pt). Furthermore, human verifica-
tion and refinement were conducted on the translated question-
answer pairs to ensure accuracy. We followed the multilingual
AQA work by Behera et al. [6] for the selection of the languages
for our study and in addition, they also reported that translation
through Google’s machine translation gave the best results. Ex-
amples of m-MUSIC-AVQA entries are provided in Figure 2.

2https://cloud.google.com/translate
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Figure 1: Proposed Framework, MERA; Here, MERA takes the video, audio, text (Question) as the input and answer is the output;
The foundation models VideoMAE, AST, mBERT are kept frozen; Suite of three models namely MERA-L (i), MERA-C (ii), MERA-T
(iii); Ensemble Module represents the weighted-ensemble of the three models

Figure 2: Multilingual MUSIC-AVQA (m-MUSIC-AVQA)
dataset in eight languages. From top to bottom: English (en),
French (fr), Hindi (hi), German (de), Spanish (es), Italian (it),
Dutch (nl), and Portuguese (pt)

4. Methodology
Here, we discuss various components of the proposed frame-
work, MERA shown in Figure 1. First, we discuss the foun-
dation models for extracting meaningful representations from
different modalities followed by the suite of models proposed.
We leverage the foundation models based on the SOTA per-
formance in respective modalities for various tasks. We use
VideoMAE, Audio Spectrogram Transformer (AST), multilin-
gual BERT (mBERT) for extracting video, audio, and text rep-
resentations respectively.

4.1. Foundation Models

VideoMAE [7]: It is a revolutionary representation learn-
ing model for video trained in a self-supervised manner in-

spired by Image MAE [18] that involves masked video pre-
training. It is built upon simple ViT [19] backbones. Video-
MAE showed superior performance in comparison to con-
strastive self-supervised pre-trained models in various down-
stream video tasks.
AST [8]: It is the first convolution-free fully attention-based
model for audio classification. It uses pre-trained ViT [19] as
the backbone architecture and further fine-tuned on AudioSet.
AST showed SOTA performance for various audio classifica-
tion tasks such as on ESC-50, speech commands, and so on.
mBERT [9]: It was pre-trained on 102 languages in a self-
supervised fashion. It makes use of two different pretext objec-
tive for pre-training: masked language modeling (MLM) and
next-sentence prediction (NSP). The model through these ob-
jectives learns the inner representation of the languages in train-
ing set and later on can be used for various downstream tasks in
multiple languages.
We use VideoMAE3, AST4, and mBERT5, openly available
in Hugginface. We resample the audios to 16 Khz before
passing to AST. Like previous works such as [6] focusing on
building multilingual QA systems that uses language identi-
fier, MERA uses mBERT for extraction of text representations
which doesn’t require a language identifier for each incoming
question and eliminates the necessity of relying on the accu-
racy of the language identification model and the need of differ-
ent models for extracting representations for different languages
thus preventing computational overhead.

4.2. Suite of Models

We select the modeling networks as they are commonly used
across various related tasks [14, 20, 21, 22]. For MERA-L, ex-
tracted representations from the foundation models are passed
to the LSTM layers with hidden size of 60. We use an individ-

3https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/
model_doc/videomae

4https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/
model_doc/audio-spectrogram-transformer

5https://huggingface.co/google-bert/
bert-base-multilingual-uncased



Table 3: Evaluation Scores of Models on different languages; L, C, T, ENS stands for MERA-L, MERA-C, MERA-T, and Ensemble
respectively; A stands average; Values in blue represents the highest score in a question type for a particular language and blue in A
represents the highest score after averaging across all the languages for a question type; The scores are accuracy scores as used by [2]
and are in %

L Existential Comparative Counting Location Temporal
L C T ENS L C T ENS L C T ENS L C T ENS L C T ENS

en 79.09 81.50 80.60 80.70 54.08 60.00 61.43 60.35 55.72 59.18 51.64 57.29 35.16 47.57 33.54 46.92 35.43 51.69 32.40 51.69

fr 80.80 80.60 80.20 81.50 59.46 60.26 59.19 61.25 58.47 57.84 53.45 58.94 38.29 49.40 33.44 48.43 43.20 52.66 31.67 54.36

hi 81.20 80.10 80.80 81.40 57.93 62.06 60.89 63.31 59.18 60.51 56.75 59.34 41.53 50.26 34.84 49.94 43.68 51.82 32.28 53.15

de 79.89 77.38 80.60 80.10 58.20 62.24 59.91 63.58 59.65 60.28 56.20 60.04 43.14 49.94 32.68 50.70 41.38 52.42 32.28 55.21

es 78.79 81.10 80.60 81.30 58.29 60.98 59.01 61.34 58.79 61.38 55.72 61.30 36.89 45.73 32.03 45.73 45.14 50.24 31.67 52.42

it 80.40 77.28 79.89 81.00 60.00 63.22 59.46 63.31 60.12 62.79 55.96 60.36 36.56 49.73 31.71 49.62 41.14 54.36 31.71 56.18

nl 80.80 80.60 78.69 81.10 55.96 60.26 53.27 64.12 57.45 57.84 56.20 59.26 38.18 49.40 33.76 49.83 39.19 52.66 32.88 55.58

pt 78.49 80.60 80.60 80.60 60.00 59.82 59.55 60.17 56.82 60.12 55.80 58.47 38.40 48.22 32.68 46.06 42.23 51.94 32.76 51.21

A 79.93 79.90 80.25 80.96 57.99 61.10 59.09 62.18 58.28 59.99 55.21 59.37 38.52 48.78 33.09 48.40 41.42 52.22 32.21 53.72

ual LSTM layer for each modality followed by concatenation
for fusion. We add fully connected network (FCN) consisting
of three layers with 200, 90, and 56 neurons followed by a clas-
sification head that represents the output answer. For MERA-C,
representations from the foundation models are passed through
cascaded convolution blocks with each block consisting of 32,
64, 128, 256 filters respectively with size of 3. These convolu-
tion blocks are modeled modality-wise and then concatenated
before passing it to FCN. MERA-T, comprises cascaded convo-
lution blocks for individual modality representations with simi-
lar settings that of MERA-C. These are then followed by vanilla
transformer encoder [23] with the number of heads as 8. We
use concatenation for fusion and lastly passed through FCN.
FCN of MERA-C and MERA-T is of the same settings as used
for MERA-L. We use ReLU as activation function in the inter-
mediate layers. MERA-L, MERA-C, MERA-T contains 26.51,
92.84, 102.03 million trainable parameters respectively. The
classification head represents the output layer with the number
of neurons same as the answer labels i.e 42 (sum of the answer
labels across different question types) in the case of m-MUSIC-
AVQA. We do this to prevent building and training models for
each individual question types as done by Li et al. [2]. How-
ever, we built and train individual models for each language. We
use softmax as the activation function of the classification head
which outputs the probabilities for the answer labels. We exclu-
sively conduct experiments with m-MUSIC-AVQA due to com-
putational limitations. As AVQA comprises approximately six
times more videos than MUSIC-AVQA and, training a model
for each language for m-AVQA imposes significant computa-
tional overhead. However, as we are releasing both the datasets,
so we encourage future studies to benchmark on it.

Training Details: We use the official training, validation, and
test set given by [2]. We train the models for 50 epochs on the
training set with cross-entropy as the loss function and Rectified
Adam as the optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-3 and batch
size of 32. We also use early stopping and dropout for prevent-
ing overfitting. We use Tensorflow library for implementations.

5. Results and Analysis
Evaluation scores of the models are shown in Table 3. The
scores obtained shows the efficacy of the proposed multilin-
gual AVQA dataset. Among the proposed models (MERA-L,
MERA-C, MERA-T), MERA-C showed the best performance.

MERA-C achieved good performance than MERA-T despite
having lesser parameters and this can be attributed to the pres-
ence of the transformer encoder in MERA-T that may require
more training data for improved performance. Among MERA-
L and MERA-T, the scores were mostly similar or mixed per-
formance where one leading in some instances and vice versa.

Furthermore, we experiment with ensemble of the proposed
models, specifically, with weighted-ensemble of the models.
Weighted-ensemble (ŷensemble) is represented as,

ŷensemble = αŷL + βŷC + γŷT (1)

where, ŷL, ŷC , ŷT represents the output probabilities for
MERA-L, MERA-C, MERA-T respectively. With α = β =
γ = 0.33, we got the topmost performance in comparison to the
individual models in most of instances, this shows the ensem-
ble of the models is able to handle the variability in the models.
However, this comes with a cost, as the inference time increases
in comparison to the individual models. Inference time on the
whole test set of the ensemble of models is approx 172.4 ms and
it is 106.7 ms for MERA-T. MERA-T has the highest inference
time in comparison to MERA-L and MERA-C. Depending on
the requirement and computational power at hand, the users can
choose between MERA-C and the ensemble of the models. As
for comparison with previous works, there is no study explor-
ing AVQA in multilingual settings. However, for comparison
with works on the english original version of MUSIC-AVQA,
we report comparable performance.

6. Conclusion
We present two multilingual AVQA datasets covering eight di-
verse languages, generated through machine translation from
existing AVQA benchmarks. We introduce MERA, a frame-
work for multilingual AVQA that leverages SOTA video, au-
dio, and textual foundation models for multilingual AVQA.
Subsequently, we introduce a suite of three models (MERA-L,
MERA-C, MERA-T) with different modeling architectures to
benchmark the proposed multilingual AVQA datasets. Among
these models, MERA-C demonstrates the best performance
across various question types and exhibits robustness across the
eight languages. To further enhance performance, we employ
weighted-ensemble of the models, achieving the highest level
of performance. Our work will serve as a benchmark study, pro-
viding a foundation for future research to evaluate their systems
for multilingual AVQA.
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